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Convenience translation from Hungarian
Tippin Corporation has received the official
construction permit for redevelopment of Exchange
Palace, the former MTV headquarters.
The
development of detailed construction drawings are
in process. The restoration is estimated to be
completed in 2014. We spoke with Mr. Michael
Tippin, owner and CEO of the company about the
project.
According to certain press articles, MTV with its
leaseback virtually repaid the purchase price of
4,5 billion HUF you paid in 2006 for the site and
the building.
MTV stayed for 3,5 years and the total rent paid to
us was 1,766 billion HUF. All other figures quoted in
the press are incorrect. In 2006, we purchased Lipot
Garage at a cost of 20 million € (6 billion HUF)
which is essential for the future function of Exchange
Palace. Therefore our total investment today in the
Exchange Palace redevelopment is 50 million €. Our
latest estimate of redevelopment cost is 60 million €
bringing our projected total investment on
completion to 110 million €. The original splendor of
the Beaux Arts landmark building will be restored in
a unique and contemporary style designed by Beyer
Blinder Belle Architects & Planners from New York
and managed by CMA International (Gyorgy Krizka)
in Budapest.
What kind of financing schemes are you planning
to use in order to realize the project? Are you
planning to sell the project and under what kind
of conditions?
The Exchange Palace reconstruction willl continue to
be funded from our own equity. We sold our
portfolio in North America in 2006, and invested
some of the proceeds into our Central and Eastern
European portfolio, including a former electric
transformer station in Berlin (Humboldt), Exchange
Palace and Lipot Garage in Budapest, and the historic
part of Tbilisi International Airport. We may involve
Hungarian banks in the Exchange Palace project,
should we receive acceptable terms. Otherwise, we
will continue to fund the development from our own
equity, as we have done in Berlin and Tbilisi.

We are not planning to sell any of our landmark
projects in Central and Eastern Europe; rather we
intend to expand our portfolio, particularly in
Budapest.
What are your expectations in terms of yield on
this project? What will be the approximate rent
level for the offices and commercial premises per
square meter?
We project a yield on the Exchange Palace project
of approximately 12 %, based on 2014 rent of EUR
30 per square meter per month for both office and
retail space. This yield is similar to what we are
presently achieving in Berlin.
Domestic real estate professionals usually accept
such mixed-use projects as Exchange Palace with
doubt, what is your opinion about this?
The fundamental task in redeveloping historic
buildings is how to respectfully preserve the
landmark and also make it functional for
contemporary use. Exchange Palace will be a first
class mixed use facility offering 27,000 sqm of
offices and 8,000 sqm of retail space. The retail area
will be designed to cater to the needs of office tenants
(restaurants, bars, cafes, convenience shops, fitness,
etc.). We expect Exchange Palace to eventually
become a retail destination similar to Lisz Ferenc ter.
Regarding the retail turnover, Szabadsag square is
in a special position: according to the program
’Heart of Budapest’ the ’Downtown Main Street’
ends here, and the Andrassy Avenue also may be
extended until the square. Both have the potential,
but for now none of them reaches the square.
The Main Street program is a brilliant development
for downtown Budapest. It is an excellent example of
intelligent urban renewal within a historic European
city center. I believe that Exchange Palace and
Szabadsag ter integrate naturally into the ongoing
urban renewal of District V. It is our goal for
Exchange Palace to help re-establish Budapest’s
status as one of the architectural and cultural capitals
of Europe.

